Executive functions and disease characteristics in Parkinson's disease.
In the present study, we investigated the association of two executive functions with disease characteristics in Parkinson's disease (PD), especially with severity of motor symptoms. We operationalized two executive functions, viz. fluency and cognitive shifting, each in a number of tests with heterogeneous materials, but with an identical format. We calculated the correlations between test performance and disease characteristics, including the factor scores of the Unified Parkinson's Disease Rating Scale (UPDRS). The results of this study show that only cognitive shifting was consistently associated with the severity of motor symptoms in PD, in particular with rigidity. None of the fluency tests had a significant association with severity of motor symptoms. The present study indicates that PD, as reflected by the severity of motor symptoms, is not associated with a general decrease in executive function. In spite of the fact that both are executive functions and both require generation of items, fluency and cognitive shifting are differentially related to PD.